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Could The Oakland Raiders land Jim Harbaugh?
HARBAUGH DAYS AS A 49ers APPEAR NUMBERED

Stockton, 08.12.2014, 20:58 Time

USPA NEWS - Jim Harbaugh´s days wearing those black sweatshirts stitched with the 49ers logo appear numbered. It would be a
surprise if Harbaugh returned to San Francisco next season especially after all that has happened.

This is not a new thought. There obviously have been some players discontent with the coach and in this rough patch there going
through its starting to show more and more. Especially when Colin Kaepernicks speaks to the media, his play on the the field. All of this
leads me to believe there's something breaking his focus and distracting him from playing at the level he has showed, he can play. Its
not sure if the 49ers will break through what ever it is that is going on and make it to the playoff.

Jim Harbaugh has one year left on his contract, and has some say so in where he would like to go. This will also benefit the 49ers
organization, because they will definitely get something good for him. Again everyone wants to know how did it get to this point. After
the 49ers made it to the playoffs last season everything seemed OK. But now this organization is falling short, the team is struggling
and there season is in jeopardy.

The San Francisco 49ers organization, as well as coach Harbaugh have some tough decisions to make after this season and it
remains to be seen whats in store for this team and its fans.

What are your thoughts on this and do you think the Oakland Raiders will land coach Harbaugh?
@TalksportsNews
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